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ABOUT THIS WHITE PAPER
e-Commerce is transforming many industries as increasingly pervasive high-speed
internet access, coupled with rapid take-up of mobile devices and increasing
consumer confidence in using the digital channel, combine to drive its uptake of the
online channel. In industries from manufacturing to retail, and financial service to
travel, the internet is accounting for a rapidly increasing proportion of customer
interactions with their suppliers. This trend is not limited just to Business-toConsumer (B2C) markets but is also stimulating a fundamental shift in Business-toBusiness (B2B) transactions, as organisations increasingly use the internet as a
mainstream channel for transacting with other businesses. Use of e-Commerce in
Singapore is growing, with around 40% of organisations now using the internet to
receive orders, place orders or both.
However the ability of businesses to use e-Commerce as a main channel –
particularly for selling to customers – is becoming increasingly challenging as
customers use an ever-increasing range of digital channels to access the internet
and to interact online. This fragmentation of digital channels creates an increasing
range of challenges for businesses, not only in terms of providing a common
customer experience but also of maintaining a single integrated view of a customer,
and of consistently implementing marketing and merchandising approaches across
multiple channels.
The cloud model of delivery of IT resources potentially offers a solution for
businesses struggling with the increasing complexities of e-Commerce. Cloud
computing enables a business to quickly and cost-effectively provision an eCommerce transactional platform, optimised for multiple types of devices and
which seamlessly integrates with internal business systems.
To explore how Singapore businesses are adapting to the emerging multi-channel
world of e-Commerce and cloud computing, Frost & Sullivan, in collaboration with
Financial Review Business Intelligence (FRBI), undertook a survey of 63 Singapore
businesses in August 2012. Respondents were drawn from multiple industry sectors
and from organisations ranging from small to very large. The results of the survey
provide interesting insights into how Singapore businesses are adapting to the
emerging multi-channel world of e-Commerce, and the potential of cloud
computing.
Adoption of Cloud Computing in Singapore is Ahead of Most Other
APAC Countries
Around one-third of organisations in Singapore have now adopted cloud computing
as a delivery model for some of their IT resources. This places Singapore behind
Australia and New Zealand, which lead in adoption of cloud, but ahead of most
other APAC countries. The higher take-up in Singapore than other countries may be
influenced by the favourable taxation regime which allows companies to claim a tax
credit for their cloud computing expenditure, within certain categories such as the
acquisition or leasing of technological equipment, training expenditure, the
acquisition and registration of intellectual property rights, actual costs of research
and development, and costs incurred in the creation of new products and industrial
designs.
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Figure 1: Cloud Adoption by Country, 2011

Source: Frost & Sullivan research, 2012, n = 100 per country

As cloud computing matures, organisations in Singapore are increasingly recognising
the compelling benefits that cloud offers. IT decision-makers in organisations that
have adopted cloud point to a number of realised benefits including:
• Adopting cloud computing has enabled them to focus on other aspects of their
business, thereby enhancing productivity;
• Cloud computing provides greater flexibility to meet changing business demand
(peaks and troughs);
• Cloud has enabled organisations to increase manpower productivity;
• Cloud enables organisations to deploy more advanced / updated applications
more quickly; and
• A reduction of overall IT costs.
Cloud computing is therefore recognised as offering tangible benefits particularly in
terms of lower costs, productivity improvements and greater agility and speed to
market. Organisations that are not yet adopting the cloud delivery model are
potentially risking being overtaken by competitors who are utilising the benefits of
cloud to offer customers lower prices, greater flexibility and faster delivery of
products or services. This can be achieved through leveraging the cost savings,
productivity improvements and enhanced agility and speed to market that cloud
offers.
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e-Commerce is an Increasingly Important Element of Business Activity
The internet has had a transformative impact on the way in which businesses
interact with other businesses (B2B) as well as consumers (B2C) by:
• Facilitating the rapid transfer of information;
• Reducing transactional costs associated with locating and purchasing supplies;
and
• Enabling more efficient production and delivery of goods and services.
e-Commerce – the use of the internet for transactions – is an increasingly
important element of economic activity, with around 40% of businesses in Singapore
now using the internet to place orders, receive orders or both. Around 40% of
businesses now use the internet to place orders for goods and services, and just
over one-third also receive orders on-line. Use of the internet to sell is now more
advanced in Singapore than in Australia, however fewer Singapore businesses are
currently placing orders via the internet – perhaps a function of Singapore’s smaller
size which makes purchasing from physical outlets or face-to-face easier.
Figure 2: Usage of e-Commerce by Businesses in Singapore and Australia,
2011

Source: IDA, Annual Survey on Infocom Usage by Businesses, ABS, Business Use of Information Technology
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e-Commerce is used in both Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-Consumer
(B2C) situations. B2B e-Commerce has many complexities that are not shared by
B2C including;
• Authenticating customers;
• Customising products, prices and service to individual customers;
• Managing complex promotions;
• Driving workflows such as production;
• Scheduling delivery and fulfillment; and
• Generating invoices and linking to other systems
Additionally traditional B2B businesses are increasingly using the internet to
channel offers directly to customers, i.e. they are evolving from pure B2B to partial
B2C businesses, with many examples of brands now selling direct to customers in
addition to using traditional distribution channels. The internet has created the
opportunity for B2B players to effect this transformation without significant
investment in bricks-and-mortar infrastructure.
However the Internet still Accounts for a Minority of Customer
Interactions
Despite the rapid growth in e-Commerce as a channel, it still accounts for a
relatively small proportion of overall customer interactions. Our survey indicated
that amongst Singapore businesses 40% of customer interactions still come through
bricks and mortar premises and field sales forces. However the internet has now
overtaken the telephone and mail as a channel for customer interactions,
accounting for an estimated 28% of all customer interactions. In particular, usage of
the internet as a channel for customer interactions is greater amongst larger
companies (500+ employees).
Figure 3: Customer Interactions by Channel

Source: FRBI / Frost & Sullivan survey of 63 Singapore businesses
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Businesses that are not currently using the internet as a channel for customer
interactions point to a number of reasons for non-adoption – particularly the costs
of establishing a transactional web-site and the risks of cannibalising other existing
sales channels.
Figure 4: Main Reasons for Non-Adoption of e-Commerce

Source: FRBI / Frost & Sullivan survey of 63 Singapore businesses

Overall, the Internet will be the Fastest Growing Channel for Customer
Interactions
In our interviews with businesses in Singapore, the internet is widely regarded as
the channel that will see the fastest growth over the next few years – ahead of
other channels such as telesales, physical premises and sales forces. Almost 70% of
businesses expect that customer interactions over the internet will increase over
the next two years.
Figure 5: Proportion of Businesses who Expect Channel Usage to
Increase in next 2 Years

Source: FRBI / Frost & Sullivan survey of 63 Singapore businesses
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Almost two-thirds of businesses that do not currently use the internet as a channel
for customer interactions plan to do so in the next 2 years. However many of these
businesses do not believe that they are fully prepared to implement the internet as
a channel for customer interactions – with 70% believing that they are only partially
prepared, or not prepared at all. The degree of preparation is least amongst small
and medium sized businesses.
Figure 6: Degree of Preparation to Implement the Internet as a Channel

Source: FRBI / Frost & Sullivan survey of 63 Singapore businesses

There is an Increasing Range of Digital Channels, but this Creates
Significant Challenges for Businesses
One of the major challenges that businesses face in adopting e-Commerce is the
increasing range of digital channels that customers are using to access the internet.
Whilst a fixed line internet connection was traditionally the main and often only
channel used, this is now being supplemented by a range of other digital channels;
• Increasingly mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are being used to
access the internet, and to conduct interactions with suppliers. Penetration of
mobile devices in Singapore is the highest in the world, with 90% penetration
of smartphones and 31% penetration of tablets. Whilst traditionally consumer
devices, these are increasingly being used in business contexts particularly by
employees for who mobility is critical;
• Smart TV’s which provide internet access now account for 20% of TV sales in
Singapore and are increasingly being used as an alternative to PC’s for homebased internet access;
• Use of interactive kiosks that deliver information or enable transactions is also
growing significantly, with an estimated 5,000 installations annually in Singapore.
Standard or custom applications developed for information kiosks provide
customers with information, the ability to participate in loyalty programs, and
transaction capability; and
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• Machine-to-machine (M2M) is also growing rapidly as a transactional channel,
for example enabling automatic replenishment by vending machines. There are
now an estimated 0.5 million M2M connections in Singapore.
This proliferation of digital channels can cause significant issues for businesses using
e-Commerce, particularly as customers may be using multiple channels for a single
interaction. With customers frequently using multiple digital channels to interact
with suppliers, integration of customer touchpoints is increasingly critical, with
customers expecting seamless interfaces and a consistent user experience
regardless of the channel they use, and suppliers needing to integrate an increasing
number of digital channels.
Figure 7: Digital Channels used by Customers

Source: Frost & Sullivan

This fragmentation of digital channels creates a number of challenges for businesses
using e-Commerce, including;
• Implementing a common customer experience across all channels;
• Implementing a single system that integrates all channels in real-time;
• Linking channel-based systems to central business systems such as ERP and
CRM;
• Maintaining security across a diverse range of channels; and
• Addressing internet latency and reliability issues across multiple channels.
As an example, businesses ideally need to optimise a mobile web-site for customers
using mobile devices (either through an app or internet access), however almost
one-third of businesses that operate a transactional web-site have not yet
optimised it for mobile devices.
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Figure 8: Proportion of Businesses with Web-Sites Optimised for Mobile
Devices

Source: FRBI / Frost & Sullivan survey of 140 Australian businesses

Use of the Cloud for Hosting Transactional Systems is Currently
Undeveloped
For many organisations, the complexity and cost of running a single transactional
system that is optimised across all digital channels and integrated into internal
business systems is overwhelming. Use of a cloud computing model for delivering
such a solution is one potential answer – but currently use of the cloud-hosting
model to manage transactions is relatively undeveloped when compared to other
applications such as e-mail and storage.
Businesses generally recognise the overall benefits that cloud hosting of
applications can offer, including reduced IT expenditure and reduced risk of
disruptions, and around two-thirds of businesses with customer transaction
systems currently use the cloud hosting model.
Figure 9: Use of Cloud Hosting for Customer Transactions

Source: FRBI / Frost & Sullivan survey of 63 Singapore businesses
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However use of the Cloud to Host e-Commerce Systems can Offer
Significant Benefits for Businesses
Frost & Sullivan anticipates that the cloud-based hosting model will continue to
develop for e-Commerce as it will allow businesses, particularly small-to-medium
ones, to offer an integrated customer experience across multiple digital channels at
a fraction of the cost of maintaining an on-premise system. The cloud model can
support e-Commerce businesses in offering;
• The ability to offer a device-optimised solution with a consistent user
experience across multiple digital channels;
• Rapid implementation and integration with existing systems (CRM, ERP, etc);
• High levels of security and reliability;
• Reduced CapEx and operational expenditure;
• A single integrated view of the customer; and
• The ability to target overseas customers with relevant pricing, taxation etc
With customers increasingly interacting across multiple channels and using multiple
digital devices, business systems that provide a consistent user experience,
optimised for the device in use, and which are integrated in real time to business
systems will be critical. The cloud-based delivery model offers a solution to
businesses challenged by the complexity and cost of integrating such a solution.
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The Last Word
With increasingly pervasive internet access, the proliferation of mobile devices
and greater customer confidence in the channel, e-Commerce is an increasingly
important transactional channel for Singapore businesses. Around 40% of
businesses are now using the internet as a channel to either place or receive
orders. Although the internet still lags other channels such as physical premises
and sales forces in terms of the volume of customer interactions, it is the fastest
growing channel and is having a transformative effect on many industries.
e-Commerce also offers the ability for businesses to cheaply and quickly extend
their reach well beyond what can be achieved with traditional channels such as
physical premises, sales forces and even telesales. The global nature of the
internet allows Singaporean businesses to potentially transact with customers
and suppliers based anywhere. However to exploit the potential that eCommerce offers to reach a wider customer base, businesses need to adapt
their transactional systems which can be challenging especially for many smaller
businesses
Whilst e-Commerce is growing rapidly, it is becoming more complex to manage.
Customers are using an increasing range of devices for e-Commerce, such as
mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, etc) as well as smart TVs and interactive
kiosks. Machine-to-machine interaction adds additional complexity to the
channel mix. In the face of this fragmentation of channels, maintaining an
integrated and consistent e-Commerce experience for customers is becoming
more challenging. Additionally integrating the broadening range of channels
through which transactions are made with internal business systems, such as
CRM, becomes increasingly difficult.
e-Commerce is therefore becoming increasingly important, but also increasingly
challenging, as the rapid increase in the number of e-Commerce transactions,
and the increasing number of device types that transactions are conducted on,
continue to grow. For many businesses the challenges of maintaining web-sites
and transactional systems optimised for different devices, and which seamlessly
interface to internal systems such as ERP and CRM, are overwhelming. However
the cloud computing model offers a potential solution, allowing businesses to
quickly and cost-effectively optimise their e-Commerce offering for multiple
device types, address the complexities of transacting internationally, and
interface with internal business systems. Put simply, cloud computing allows any
business to easily exploit the growth of e-Commerce as a channel.
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ABOUT FROST & SULLIVAN
Frost & Sullivan enables clients to accelerate growth and achieve best-in-class positions in growth, innovation and leadership. The
company's Growth Partnership Service provides the CEO and the CEO's Growth Team with disciplined research and bestpractice models to drive the generation, evaluation, and implementation of powerful growth strategies. We leverage 50 years of
experience in partnering with Global 1000 companies, emerging businesses and the investment community from over 40 offices
on six continents. For more information about Frost & Sullivan’s Growth Partnership Services, visit http://www.frost.com.

ABOUT NETSUITE
Today, more than 10,000 companies and subsidiaries depend on NetSuite to run complex, mission-critical business processes
globally in the cloud. Since its inception in 1998, NetSuite has established itself as the leading provider of enterprise-class cloud
ERP suites for divisions of large enterprises and mid-sized organisations seeking to upgrade their antiquated client/server ERP
systems. NetSuite excels at streamlining business operations, as demonstrated by the 2011 CODiE Award for Best Financial
Management Solution, as well as a recent Gartner study naming NetSuite as the fastest growing top 10 financial management
systems vendor in the world. NetSuite continues its success in delivering the best cloud business suites to businesses around the
world, enabling them to lower IT costs significantly while increasing productivity, as the global adoption of the cloud accelerates.
For more information about NetSuite please visit www.netsuite.com.au.
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